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LUNG-IRRITANT GAS POISONI~G A~D 'ITS SECJtJELJE.i 

,\ " 
By J. S. HALDANE, M;D.} F.R:S. 

ONE of the more important medical p~oblems presented -'by the war was the 
pathology and, treatment of poisoning by gases which irritate the lung alveoli, and 
of tlie resultant' more, or less chronic after-effects. I propose in this lecture to 
review the subject in the light of existing physiological knowledge-a knowledge 
which has 'been considerably extended as a result, of the clinical, pathological, 
and physiological studIes to which -the phenom~na of gas-poisoning ,and its, 
sequelffi h'avegiven rise. ,,', 

Just after the first attack I went out, at the reque'st<?f Lord Kitchener, to, 
, find out what gas was being' employed, and how; and to assist in defensive. 

measures. I was familiar with the known facts relating to chlorine poisoning, 
as I had studied it in connexion ~ith its occurrence in submarines and an alarming 
pf.jrsonal experienc~ in a sewer connect~d ~ith bleaching work~. From evidence " ' 

, coJle~ted at'the Oasualty Qlearing Station at. Bailleul, to which I was taken 
, at once, it was clear that the, gassing had been producesl' by chlorine In a 

concentratiQn of about 1 in 10;000, and used with great skill in a good breeze. 
so that an enormous volume of cooled and poisonous air was carried over our 

\ ' 

lines, and very large nUll1bers of men were disabled 'or fatally injured. ' 
. The bad ,cases were panting, with the chest full of rales, but not dull OB 

percussion., They were also deeply cyanosed, with plum~coloured lips and 
distended veins, and more' or less stupefied. The pl).lse was frequent, but of' good, 
volume and strength. As we were not sure ,what the c:yanosis was due to I 
examined the diluted blood 'fr'Qm one or two ~ases by the colour test with carbon 
rponoxide, but f~und that there was no, decomposition of the hffimoglobin. The 
blueness was simply due to a,noxffimia; and this has been the case, so far as I 
know, with the cyanosis produced by all the other lung-irritant gases subsequently 
employed.' One of the' Oanadians who had fiwed the first gas attacks so splendidly 
died while I was, at the clearing 'station; and a post-mortem examination ~as 

, made at once byD'r. McNee, ,of ?lasgo,,: U~iversity. The lungs ~ere volumino~s ' 
an,d 'much,c~~gested·., Albummous lIqUld could be squeezed from them m 
abundance. The bronchi and alveoli were inflamed, and a" great deal of emphy-.· 
sema was present. I n'eed 'not, however, enter into ,the details of the picture, 
'pre~en,t~d by the lungs, as Fhis has been done fully by Dr. McNeeand otlters. 
Through the' kindness of Oolonel Oummins' a number of sections," of lung from 

Clung irritant gas-poisoning cases 'will be on view after the lecture. 
In the chlorine casesdeflnite symptons of great irritation df 'the air passages 

( , 

were present from the first, though,it was only 'later that effus,ion of liquid, or 

" \. '-, ' " ~ , 
1 A Lecture delivered at the Royal Army Medical College October 8, 1919. 

- " ' \'" 'I I 
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J. S. Haldane 495 

offideJ?1a of the lungs, appeared. In the cases ofo poisoping by phosgene and other 
·lung-irritants used later there was often a delay of several hours bewre serious, 
symptoms appeared ; but in the dangerous cases cedema of the lungs and cyanosis 
developed';' just. as in the chlorine cases.' There was usually, however, this 
difference-that the superficial veins were not distended, and the cyanosis was 
not'of a full-blooded type, but paler, with, quite· evidently, less blood in the lips 
.and' face. These" gray" cases were, rather a contrast to the first,type, but were 
even more dangerous. The delay in 'onset (of symptoms resembled what occurs 
in poisoning by nitrous fumes. from explosives, which is fairly frequent 'in metalli
ferous mines,' and which I studied experimentally ,many years ago. 

\' The acute,emphysel?1a ~produced in a gener'al acute infia,mmation of the lungs 
is easily intelligible if one considers that, owing to'irregula:r obstructions in the 
bronchioles the lungs cannot expand evenly.' Hence with the greatly increased 
breathing some alveoli are enormouslJ distended and give way, so that the lungs 
are literally torn up to a large extent by the 'pantiJ?g. One w,ho, has seen on the 
;post~mortem table 'and under the microscop,e the lungs from a fatal case of acute, 
irritant gas-poisoning is apt to think that irreparable damage 'has been done, sO 
that, whatever was the' immediate cause of death, recovery wOllld have been 
impossible. I wish to point out as emphatically as' I ,can that such reasoning 
would be fallacioui? The body is a living or'ganism, and n9t a' delicate m,achine 
,6f which the exquisitely complex structure cann,ot be replaced. Probably 
emphysema and sqa~ tissue will always remain in the, hin~s of a man who has 
been badly'gassed; but Nature can and does :.;e-establish the functional efficiency 
of the lu~gs. I wish at ,the outset of this lecture to turn away from the depressing 
findings of the current r,nechanistic physiology 'and pathology.inherited by us,' 
from the .last generation. , 

What,now, is the immediate. cause of danger to life in aba9- gas case? 
I will' ta~e the plum-coloured cases first.' To thEil eye of ,a physici'an the most 
serious signs were, firstly, the cyanosis and clouding of i,ntelligence"and secondly, 
the distention of superficial veins; What did these and the other signs signify? 

, The blue colour signified unmistakably that the blood passing through the lnngs 
wa~ oJCIly ,being °very impe~fectly oxygenated in spite of the greatly increased 
breathing. What was the cause of ,this ,? To explain it I must take you back to 
the physiology of breathing." \ ." 

During normal breathing' at rest the oxygen in the, lung alveoli, as wasl 
,definitely shown. by Douglas and myself, comes into diffusion equilibrium with 
the blood, in which condition the hremoglobin of the blood is almost fully 
saturated. with oxygen, and the arterial blood has. tnerefore its. normal bright 
scarlet/colour. To reach the blood the oxygen has to pass through the delicate 
layer of alveolar epithelium and capillary wall which separates, the blood ftom 
the air; and during rest there is time for this passage to complete itself. During 

'muscular exertion, on t~e other hand, diffusion equilibrium may not be cOl1\plete, 
as the blood is passing many times more quickly through the lung. The 
incomplete oxygen'ationis shown by 'various symptoJ:¥s of undue panping and 
:exnaustion, and particularly by the fact that on breathing air enriched 'with 
oxygen or at increased atmospheric pressure the undue exhaustion and papting' 
are absent. Persons, however, who are in good physical traitling derive no benefit 

I. 

I, 
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, 496 Lung-irritant Gas Poisoning and its ~equelce 
\ . 

from the oxygen, as was recently discoyered by Dr. i Briggs.1 The evident 
explanation ,of tbis fact is that, as has been .gradually shown in a long series of 
experiments in :which I have been concerned, the ~ealthy lung ,epithelium in any, 
condition calling for increased oxygen-supply to the tissues does not merely play 
the passive part' of a lifeless membrane, but a~tively secretes 'oxygen inwards. 
The trained man' has not merelv more efficient muscles, but also more efficient 
alveolar epithelium, able ,tocbpe easily with the enormously increased oxygen 
requirements of muscular exerthm.On this point I can only speak,dogmatically 
here; but I Can assure you that the evidence for o~ygEm seeretion in the lungs .is 
now extremely clear. I 

To go back. to the gas cases, the reason why the blqod wa~ not properly 
oxygenated was presumably that wi'th the swelling and e~udation, and paralysis 
of secretion by injury to the cells, the oxygen ,could not get through to the blood 
quickly enQugh to saturate i~ to the normal, extent. That this may be accep~dt 
at least provisionally, as the true explanation is shown by the fact that, ,as I could 
easily convince myself at the Clearing stations, the cyanosis disappeared on 
administrat\on of oxygen, though the hyperpnrea, or ~ost of it, remained. 'With 
the cyanosis the clouding 6f intelligence disappeared unless com3i had_ already 

. been pr\lsent for sO,me time. 
Why did the hyperpncea not also disappear? ,AsPriestley and I showed in ' 

, 1908, ordinary breathing is regulated, not ,by the- varying oxygenation of .the 
blood, but by very small variations in its charge of free 'carbonic acid. . Subsequent 
investigations: l)ave gradually show.n that it is in virtue of its action' as an acid 

I that the carbonic acid acts. What is really~egulated by the breathing is the 
reaction of the 'blood,and with a delicacy which, when one first realizes it 
quantitatively, seems absolutely astounding, and is far beyond the limits of 
delicacy of the present physical or chemical tests. Now in the gassed lungs the, I 

giving off of 00 2 through the alveolar wall was impeded as well as the giving off 
of oxygen; This therefofe was the main cause, of the hyperpnrea, which of 
,course remained when'the anoxffimia and cerebral symptoms were relieved. 

i Le,t us now consider, tbe circulatory ~ymptomsin the plum-coloured cases. 
," ' \ . v 
It w:as evident from the frequency and volume of the pulse and other indications 
that the circulation was greatly increased. The capillaries were also distended 
'Yith blood, as,shown by the colouro£.the lips and skin. Why was this so ?" 

- I must turn, now,' to the physiologY·d, the circulation; and within the Jimits ' 
, of this lecture I can only speak dogmatical(y.' , 

In ,the main the circulation .i~ regulated, not priiilarilyby the action of the 
heart itself, but by the rate at which the tissues allow blood to return to the 

'heart. The, function ~ of the heart is simply to' pass on at increa~ed pressure 
th,e blood delivered to it. But what regulates the rate of this delivery?: The 
available evidence points clearly to the conclusion that the regUlation depends in ' 
themaih on t,wofactors. The first is the 9Elgree of saturation with oxygen,and 
the second the degree of saturation with carbonic acid, and consequently the 
reaction, of tbe blood in the capillaries. The circulation was increased, and the 
capillaries were distended with' blood,. in the plum-coloured gas cases, because 

'both sfLturation with oxygen Was diminished and satur~tion ~itli carbonic acid 

, 'I Journ. of Physiol., vol. liii,Proc. Physiol. Soc.,.p.xxxviii, 1919. 
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increased, in the blood of the capillaries. As Krogh1 has quite recently sh~'wn, 
the capillaries do not simply respond passively to,the blood-p{essure, bub actively 
contract and dilate. The full p~um-colour of the; lips and skin was a sign- of 
active dilatation' 'of capIllaries. -
, What,now, about the fullness of the surface v~ins ?, This signified clearly 

'that the heart was failing to respond to, the increased work thrown on it by 
t~e increased blood-flow. But this increased work was. probably not 'nearly ,so 
g~eat as 'during very ordin'ary muscular exertions: yet the heart wasfailing·ir1 
its function, and the right side 'was becoming distended. The work was too' much 
for the right ventricle. The superficial veins and right side 'of the' heart are 

, 'disten,ded with blood in case,! of acute asphyxia. This isa picture which I have 
repeatedly seen in fatal mining accidents from gas, and is well known in cases of 
drowning. ' Why was, the heart fa{iing in its prQper function? The blue blood 
answers this question. No organ can' work properly without oxygenated blood. 
The ,heart cWl1S' failing ,because-'of the anoxffimia,? added to the excessive' work 
thrown 'on it. , 

,Danger also threatimed' from another side. Not : mer~ly the heart,but 
also the respiratory centre, may show signs of failure. The sign of a failing 
r!lspiratory centre, as I shall show later, i~ ,'undue hequency, as compared with 
depth, in the respirations. The centre may fail with dramatic suddenness; ... 

What can be· done to avert the danger? I shall speak first of one mean,s 
'which nas the advantage of being' always available. This is bleeding. It was 
foundby Macaulay and Irvi~e, of Johannesburg, i'n treating cases of acute,lmig 
inflammation from nitrous fumes that,great relief of symptoms is' often produced by , 
free bleeding. The heart is relieved; the venous distension disappears; the high 

" blood pressure iI). the lungs and !consequent ipcreased tendency to oodema, is 
reduced; ahd the patient may often be able to sleep and is eviden'tly much better. 
In view of the ~ork of Macauiay and Ir':il!e we recommend bleeding, which; 

'indeed, would naturally sugg,est itself to any physici~n who' saw the venous' 
disten~ion. Many cases wer~ probably saved by bleeding.2 

The secohq, and by far the most effective, means 'of treatment 1S the adminis-
, tration' of oxygen. 'Suitable l1pparatus for the administration ,of pure oxygen was 
available, as already mentioned, even in the early stages of gas-warfare. The, 
difficulties about supplying and using it were not at first'realized, however; and 
before referring further to this subject I shall speak of the second type of gas 

,cases, in which the lips, skin and veins are not distendeq with blood. 
The second type Ibegan ,to be seen when, about the end of 1915, the Germans 

took to using phosgene and ,other 'gases with similar properties. In poisoning by 
very dilute phosgene, or soon after a short exposure to greater concentrations, 
there are hardly any symptoms, such as coughing or wheezing, of irritation of 

, the air-passages; ~nd there is often an interval of several hours before' serious 
symptoms show, themselves. If the poisoning is very slight there may never 

, ,be anything more than g6'neraldepression, nausea, headache,etc., together with 
incapacity:for muscula\' exertion,-the symptoms, practically, of the·anoxffimia of .' '-

--------------------------------~--~---------------------~-------! 

1 Journ.,o! Physiol., vo!. lii, p, 457. 
2 See Report by Oaptain S. Hebblethwaite, R.A.M.O" Brit. Med. Journ., July 22, 1916. , 
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'498 Lung-irritq-nt Gas poison~ng· and its Sequela:' 

· mountain sickness' or slight CO-poisoning. In, in~re serious cases there.is 
dangerous fainting on ,~ny exertion; and. in bad cases lung-cedema develops, and 
may be fatal. .' ' , 

All the symptoms point quite clearly to injurY'of the lung epithelium and 
consequent anoxmmiaproduced, in the manne!:' already discussed. The inter-

, ference with diffusion out.vards of 00
2

, in the lungs is, however,' much, less 
marked as a rule. ,On account of its greater solubility 00 2 diffuses out much 
more readily than oxygen diffuses in with the same'difference in diffusion pressure. 
Hence diffusion of oxygen I inwards is apt to be much more interfered with than 

· diffusion of 'C0 2 outwards.. Owingi to the bronchitis, emphysema, and corre
sponding are~s 6f relative collapse in the chlorine cases there is probi1bly more 

, CO 2 than ustial in the alveoli which are stilI permeable to blood~ In these cases 
therefpre, there will be an exc~ss of CO 2 in the arterial blood, 'while in the 
phosgene cases, with brit little bronchitis' or emphysema, there is' usually no 
excess. In any'case the symptoms; apart from the local signs of cedema of the 
Iu ngs, resemblethdse of the uncomplicated anoxmmia of ve'ry high altirtudes, 

,'What are these' symptoms?, In the, first place there is, no great real 
. . I , 

hyperp,ncea during rest. A simple anoxmmia causes yery little' hyperpncea, and 
for the re~son that .any increase in the breathing wash eEl out more CO 2 from the 
blood and thus quiets down the respiratory c~ntre,For a similar reas~n there is very 
little increase in. tl;1e circulation or distension'of capillaries with blood,' and the heart 
has but little' extra, work to do. Any increase in the circulation would at OIice 
diminish the CO 2 'in the'tissues, and so render them' more alkaline, thus 

, automatically diminishing the circul~tio~ again. There is, ,however, a. slight 
increase "in both breathing and circulation ina'noxmmia; and this leads to a 

· condition of alkalosis,the existence,of which is manifested by the fact that the 
urine becomes less acid or actually alkaline, and that ammonia formation within the 
body sinks tb a :minlmum.1 The ,so-called" alkaline' reserve" of the blood also 
falls gradually. That is to say the amount of soda available fo.r:combination with 
'ca~bo~ic. acid ,diminishes. These are ," adaptive" changes., The body is doing 
its best to get rid of 'the excess of alkali and' enable increased breathing to take 
pl~ce'without disturbance of the blood reaction~ " 

'Urifortunately this ad~ptive change, thoughrithad been fully recognized as an 
adaptive change in the expeditions to study anoxmmia on the Peak' of Teneriffe. 
~Iid Pike's Peak, was, dur~ng' the war, detected by new tests, and com~on)y 
joteqJreted as an acidosis to be treated by injections) of alkali. ,I should like in 
this connexion to add my voice to that of Sir J ames Mackenzie in his recent ' 
vigorous protest against the promiscuous use of new s~-called " tests" anfl sp'eci~l 
methods, in stlbsti,tution for the knowledge and judgmen~ .which a physici~n ought 
to exercise., " . " " , . 

At first the~e is no marked cyanosis in phosgene poisoning, except on exertion,' 
'and when the ''',grey,'' cyanosis comes it is usually a much more' dangerous 
symptom than the plum-coloured cyanosis. -It is very important to realize the 
cause of this. About fifteen years ago it was discovered, by Bohr .of Copenhagen' 
and his pupils that the less CO2 is present in blood the ~ore,strong is the 

'\ 
, . 

1 Hald,ane, Kellas and Kennaway, Journ. of Physiol., vol. liii, 1919: 
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, a~nity of hremoglobin for oxygen. , Thus if there is less CO2 than\' usual ',in th~ 
:alr of the lung alveoli, the hremoglobin will take, up oxygen ,more readily, and the 
'arter~alblood will be iess apt to he blue ina gas-poisoning case; but,on the oth~r 

. ,hand, ,~here will be,less CO2 also in the' blood of the ~apillaries. JIence the 
oxyhremoglobinwill parfless readily with its oxygen to the tissues. The 'upshot 
of ,this is t4at cyanosis\if it i~ present ahmg with less CO

2 
in the blood oHhe 

systemic capillaries" is a great deal more serious than: if much CO
2 

is.present, as 
.. in the plum-col~ured .ca~es. We must; in fact, distinguish-between ,cyanosis and. 
anoxremia. With an equal degr~e of de-oxygenationot the oxyhremoglobin there 
is ,less free Qxygenin, the, blood WhElD little 002 is present, or when the blood is a 
little more alkal,irie, than when more CO2 is present, or the 'blood is. a little'less 
alkaline. ' 
I , I wish ,now to, say something, and say it ase~phatically as I can, about the 
effects of anoxre'mia.I can speak from personal observation, as I have seen and i 

studied pur'e anoxremias of almost every kind, and made many experiments on 
myself.", ' , , 

Even a very slight qegree of anoxffi'mia, accompanied, it maYbe"by h\i.rdly any' 
noticeabJe blueness of, the lips, ~as very marked effects on the,'central nervous 
system after some hours, as ,shown by 'the nausea', headache, and generaldepressioh 
which constitute mountain sickness. With a somewhat greater' degree of anoxremia, 
such as that experiencEl~ at 18,000 f~et:by averagehe~lthy 'perso~s not in good 
physical traitting, tl;Iere is already slight impairment ,of ~h~ senses apd intelligence, 
and at ab~ut 22,000 feet this becomes very. marked. At ab6~t 24,000feet the 
majority of unacclimatized persons soon· becQme disabled; the sepses and in~elli
gence being clouded oV,er and the power of, memory completely lost. Again and, 
again, when 'I asked convalescent officers and, men for anacco,unt of th\lir 
~ymptoms after'they had been gassed, they had no memory of what happened to 
them 'attlie clearing-sta~ion, or thought they had been asleep there for· several 
days, though I found out from others that they had been conscious and ans'wered 
questions as, ~sual.' In the chlorine cases, at least, it, was merciful that all 
,memory of their' sufferings had been' oblIterated. Ill' an experim,ent 'in a steel 
chamber a few weeks, ago', I had gone without 'acclimatization to' a reduced, 
pressure (320 millimetres of mercury) corresponding to analtit,ude of 24,000 'feet, \ 
and remained there fo~ over, an hour. All the time I was answering questio~s 

·in a Iilore or less au~omatic manner, but, not, the slightest/memory, of this time 
rel)1ained with me afterwards.!, ' , \ . 

The longer a serious anoxremia lasts the more seripus 'i's the damage to the' 
central nervous system, and the longer does it take to recover from this damag~,' 
if recovery eyer, takes place. One can se~ this mo~t clearly in cases of carbon 
l)1onoxide poisoning, 'where the'symptoms are due to anoxremia and nothing else .. 
If a man has been unconscious for- some ,hours in the poisonous atmospheres, he 
will as likely a~ not Bever recover, although practically all the carbon 'monoxide is 
out ,of his blood witllin two 01'1 t}.lree chours, so that the anoxfBmia is completely'. 
removed', In a bad 'gas '01' pneumoni~ 'case,where severe anoxremia has continued , 

,for long, we musp' riot expect the patient to wake up as, soon as oxygen is ,given 

/ , 

I Haldane, Kellas and Kenna'Yay; loco cii. 

34 : , , \ 
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500 ,Lung,-irritant Gas ,J?oisQning ,and its Sequelce 

,and the anoxremia relie';ed. 
a slow matter at best.' 

Recovery of the central nervous system can only be 
, . 

, Of all the, effects of anoxromia on the central nervous system,the, effect on the 
. respiratory' c~ntre is, I tbin~, tlie most seriqus. This effect ,is" however, t() a'large 
extent absent in, carbon monoxide poisoning andanoxremia due to.slowed circula
tion or anremia,because, as I believe, the respiratory centre is supplied with 
arterial blood, and in'the forms of ano,xremia just me~tioned the arterial blood 
contains just as much free oxygen' as ordinary arterial blood: '1n' anoxremia due to 
imperfect 'oxygenation of the ',arterial blood the respiratory centre .soon b!lcomes 
impaired in function. The sign of this is dimiJ?ishing, dep,th, with increased rate 
of, breathing; and it is a sign' of deadly signific~nce when I it ,is due simply' to 
,deficient saturation of the arterial blood, or what may be distinguished,as arterial 
anoxamiia,; as in irritant gas-poisoning, The reason' for this i.s t~at, as will 
presently be' shown, the shallow bre~thing increases the anoxremia, and the 

. anoxreinia thE;l shallow breathing, sothap if no relief comes the only l:)nd can be 
death. 

In a steel chamber at, greatly, reduced, atmospheric pressure, one can, if one 
is acclimatizecl',watch this change in another, person. The breathing becomes 
gradually more and more frequE;lut, and at tue'same time more and more shallow, 

lasthe merital functions,gradually fail. , It therefore becomes absolutely necessary • 
to stop the' experitrien,t. There" would be Ibut little actual danger to life in an 
unacclimatizedairman 'going to 30,OOn feet if the respiratory centre could hold out 
as'in carbon monoxide poisoning or loss of consciousness from a simple p~rtial 
hearUailure. It is 'f~ilure of the respiratoryceiitrethat brings about the deadly 
danger of a-9oxremia 'at reduced atmospheric pressure, and the same deadly danger 
is present in the grey gas-poisoning cases and the numerous similar cases of 
arterial,anoxremia met with inordiLl,ary medical practice. 
, In a person who is <l?ietly dying in bed one can, see the dang~r approaching. 
Side bJ' Elide with increasing shallowness of the breathing onE;l can notice, the 
leaden-gray colo:!1r of the lips becoming more and more marked, until at last the 
change becomes very rapi,d, andt):J:e b~e~thing dies away in the stillness of death. 
It is usually not heart-failure, but respiratory failure,. that is t;he immediate cause 
of death. 'Nature is merciful in this: fo; there is no quietera~d more painless 
sleath than death from pure arterial anoxremia: p6r is there.'any un~ecessary 
lin'gering over it. . " "" " . 

. I now come tcdhe effects of,anoxremia on the heart. The effects appear to be 
,very similar on the whole to those on the 'respiratory centre. One can, watch' 
these effects very well in c1trbon, monoxide poisoning, where, for. the reason's' 
already given, t,here is no primary danger from failure of the respiratory centre, 

,and in the acute stage the danger is from heart-failu:re. I followed ,them with 
the ,help. of . the very simple and convenient colorimetric method by which the 
percentage saturation 'with CO of the hremoglobin in' a drop of blood' can be 

. determined accurately. When the hremoglobin is about a quarter saturated with 
/ CO there is no discomfort during rest; but on an exertion, such as the test. I used 

of ascending a stair, dizziIl:ess and faintness' follor'" This means that the heart 
, ca,nnot respond properly to the increased 'work thrown on it, and the blood

pressme falls sufficiently to eOD;lpromise the' blood-supply, and th~refore ihe 
oxygen-s:upply, to the brain. i As the saturation of the'blood increases it gradually 

I / ..,_1 . 
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becomes leels and' less possible. t()' make any considerable exertion ~ithout 
dangerous faInting; and at' fifty-six per .cent saturation, beyond which it seemed 
unwise to go in: the experiments; even the exer,tion of.rising from a chair produced 
faintness and collapse. . ' . ' , . " 
,But:besides the greatlydimi~ished capacity, of the hea,l't for w~J;"k there was a 
quite markediricrease of frequency in ,the pulse. '. One'ca.n follow this/~lso up to 
a cedain point ina steel ehamber at high altitudes, or when air poor in!oxyge~ 
is breathed. Just at first the\increas§l in frequency,~ay be !considerable; but 
after a few minutes the, heart quiets down, owirigto the increase in alkalinity , 
of. the tissu,es. What remains is: a certain increase in frequency,'butacco~panied' 
by no correspoIlding increase in' the .volume of' blood qnven out at each beat. 
The pulse thus becomes frequent and feeble, apdfinally irregular owing to inco~ 
ordin~~ion within the he~rt, just as we find it in bad gas cases, or ,in' any similar 
condition where anoxremia hasbecomeser~ous. In ~he, anox:,emia.of the second 
form Of, irritant gas~poisoning the imllledi~te danger is, .~owever, from the 
respiratory~enkeaud not the heart, as I Have already explained. Bleeding , 
would be, useless or' h,armful.' , 

I should have liked to discuss' the effects of anoxremia in greater detail, and 
with reference to other' organ~ beside the ceritraI"nervoussystem arid heart; but 
I must now pass on to the treatment, ofacut'e gas cases. ~~ 

Since the' main danger' to'life in lung-irritant 'gas cases is' from arterial 
anoxremia, and oxygen, a~ already m{jntioned, is -nearly!tlways capable of reliev
ing this, ~t se@msevideJ;l~ that treatment with oxygen)s o'f the utmost importance 
Like many others, I did' ~ot at .first. realize, the practical' difficulties of ,oxygen, 
treatment; ,and after, the earlyga~ ,attacks I was for a long time engaged in 
other war-work in quite different directions. In 1916, ho~ever, .sir John Cadman 
asked meta design an oxygen appariLtus for the treatment of accidental gas
poisoninga~ong muniti~n vrorkers; and' I then deSIgned an apparlj.tus whicb 

, afterwards came ,into extensive use'in the Army, fl.nd was' described in, a paper 
published in ,the British Medical Journal, February 10, 1917.. , 

As the dan.ger of· anoxremia jn irritant gas-poisoning is due to, the diffusion 
pressure of oxygen in' the hmg alveoli being, insllfficient to, drive enough oxygen, 
in through the injured and, rudematous alv~olar walls, it seemed, evident, that to 
pr~vent dangerous anoxremia' it 'is only n'ecessary to raise this diffusion pressure 
sufficientlybyincreasing the, oxygen percentage in,the alveolar,air. A compara-' 
tively small addition of oxygen to the inspired air may easily sufIice for this 
purpose, so t~a t .pure, oxygen need ,not be breathed., Moreover, as, Lorrlfin Smith 

" , discovered, pure, or nearly pure oxyge,n has itself ,3.! slow irritan~actioI). on the 
, lungs, 'so that it is: not desirable for a patient whose lungs a~e already damaged to 
. breathe it for long. If only a moderate percentage" of oxygen isaaaed to ehe 

, inspired air there is correspo'ndirig eC6n6~y of oxygen,and difficulties of ,trans-. 
port, etc., are cut· down. 'A further cutting down to half can be effected by so 
arranging,that the-flow of oxygen to the Ilatient occurs ollly during an inspiration, 

~ the.waste' during expiration being thus entirely prevented. By these means, the 
, consumption of oxygen is ,'reduced to a tenth. or less. A reducing valve and tap 
. are also needed, so. ,that the physician canlmow precisely what is, beIng given, 

and regulate the supply of oxygen according to the patient's. sy~ptorns. , A gaug~ , 
is also requfred to show how long the oxygen will 'last. The latest form of the 

I, 
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apparatus constructedonthosepri~cipl~s, and made, by Messrs. Siebe,Gormari 
and ,Company for'the Army MedicaY Service, and for ordiriary lnedical' use; is 
pr,obably already familiar to yqu, and can be examin~dafter the lecture. 

This apparatus was first introduced for trial at clearing stations by Lieutenant
Colonel C. G,. Douglas,' and, ~fter, careful observati?ns with it, c~me into, very 
general a)id successful use for continuous administration ingas~p6isoning and 
other caseswher~ anoxoomia' 'was present. A~ yet, 'however,': extraordinarily,' 
little'progre:;;s has been mad~with regard to oxygen administration in ordinary 
medicaJ.'pra'ctice outside the Army ; and the most futile methods-I'cau use no' 

,other expression-of oxygen administration are still ,co~moniy employed. In 
whatever' way, oxygen may be administered th,e firs.t essentials are'knowleage ,of 
what is beingaim~d at, and where the oxygen is going to and in'what quantities. 
The aim should be cure, and not mere temporary palliation of symptorns.' We', 
elm cure>~he papient jf we ca~ tide~hirn over the bad stage of. the anoxoomia. 

\ Nature Will do· the- rest. 
,I now come to the sequelffi of'irritant gas-poilloning. The study ot'tlfese has 

thrown quite new light on: ~he pliysiology ol respiration, as well a's on clit;lical 
medicine. Soon after gas-warfare began it beca!pe evident that ,a large number 
oLrrien who 'had recovered, cpmpletely from the ,acute stages of gas-poisoning, and 
whose lungs and hearts seeql8d on physical ex~mit;lation to, be !tll right, were, 
suffering, nevertheless" from serious sequeloo, of which the 'most prominent' was 
~yspn{Ba on ~xertion. Early in 1917 Colonel M~akins, of ,theCanadiariMedical 
Service (now Professor of Therap~utics at Edinburgh), as a result "'of a talk with 
his Consulting Medical Officer, Sir Willilim OsIer, rererred to me on this subject; 
arid we' 'proc~eded to, investigate it at the Canadian Hospital, Taplo'w, after 

, securing thr'ough the good offices ,<Dfthe Medical Research Committee ,the 
eo-'operation of myoId pup'il and colleague, Captain Priestley, beside~ substantial 
financial help. Myown, first impression was that ,the dyspnreamight. be due ,to 
the alv~olar epithelium p.ot havif!gfully recovered from the gassing, so that some, 
3;noxoom~a on exer.tiop. wasshlll being produced. In partial, confirmation of this, 
theory'w~ fO'\lnd that,if patients w~re provided with a light"Inine rescue apparatus, 

'so that they breathed air enriche~ with oxygen; they could' ascend stairs and " 
"'perform other mus'cular work much more easily. ' 

J , ! . 

, The ~h~ory was not, sufficient": ' for we found that the breathing as :well as the 

, I • ~ 

pulse rema~nea ,quite ~bn?~ma~ in spite of, thebe~e~t derived, from th~ oxygen. 
Iq~'normal person the breath~ng becomes far deeper on exertlOnan9. IS usually 
not much increas.ed infrequency unless'the .exertion is, very. heavy. ,We found 
by measurerpentthat in\the patients the frequency was, enormously in~reased 
with very little increase in depth,apd whether or not oxygen was given.,· The 
,pulse also ran away in ,a mo:t;e orlesssimilarmimner. ' \ 

At this point let me: remirrdyou of some fundameJtta.l facts relating to 'the 
physiol~gical regulation of breathing. It, was discovered byPriestley and myself. 

·tfllOj.t the lung ventilation .is ,so govern~d' thr~ugh the action 'Of 'the arterial blood, 
on the res.piratory centre that the percentage ,o~' CO2 in,thealveolar air reqlains 
Dearly constant. 'An increase ohbout O'2,per c;:ent in t~e alveolar CO;-percentage 
dO,ubles the .breathing,duringrest, :while 'a qiminution of~'2 per cent produces 
apn$a. But either slow an4 deep, or rapid and shallow, breathing will suffice 

... ' 
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• to keep the alveolar C02
cpercentagesteady. Our work did not' show how the 

frequency and depth of breathing are governed just as ~heyare. " 
Fifty years ago it was discovered by Heri~g,andBreuer that if. in an animal 

tbfl lungs are kept frorp distendin:g, the rhythm ,of respi~ation is interrupted bya 
prolonged'inspiratory effort; _ and that there' is a similarly prolonged expit~tory 
efIorfif. deflation is prevented •• This d'oes 'not occur if the vagus ri.~rves are cut. , 
Hence disterisi6n' ,of the lungs :liberates a nervous' impulse up the vagus nerves, 
which terminatesinspira,tion'; 'whill:) deflation tetmina,tes -expiration in a similar 
manner. The lungs and respiratory centre ~hus appear' tophiy a continuous' game 
of battledore and shuttlecock. '.This was described as the ." self-regulation" of 
breathing, The:' nervous" arid" chemi¥al" the~riesof th~ regulation of breathing 
IIoppeared, 'and still appear, in, tbetext-books, lllie oil and'water, which, do not mix,'· 
Three years ag~ Mavrogordatb and I investigated the' Hering-Breuer reflex in' 
man,', and ~o~nd that the degree, ofp.istensio~ or deflatio~ at which the HerIng 
Breuer, reflex fires off depends.on th~ degree 'to which the centre is ,excited by' 
chemiqal stimul(. Thus the breathing naturally 'get's deeper withinc~eased 

, chemical excitation of the cen'tre, 'a,S during 'muscular work, and is sha1l9wer 
~during 'rest. When apnooa has been produced by fOJ:\led breathing, a very small 
inflation or deflation is enough ,to liberate the reflex, so that the breathing, move
ments are/jammed; ~ad ,artificial' respiration by any of the ordiria~y gentle 
rnethods',bas hatdlyany effect. The relation between the "nervous" and 
" chemical " regulation of breathing was thus cleared up. They act in harmony 
under' normal conditions. " ; " , " , 

It was ,evident that in ,the chr,onic gas cases the action of the Hering-Bteue!-' 
reflex was excessive. The patients ~ould not restrjain' it. Tl,te ~onditioIl ,could be 
lie cognized at once, by the fact that t,he breath could not be held for more than a 

( few seconqs. We' were thus sent back tothe nervous "system for an explanation,' 
of the dysimooa in the chronic gas cases. The extraordiuary similarity then struck 
us between the gas ca'ses and those of '''soldier's heart;" as we used to' dallit in 
the old days of the Army Physical Training Committee beforeth~ war; and it soon 
became evident that the breathing Of ,-the gas cases, was only one of the beads of 
that many-headed hydra, neurasthenia. / , ' 

But what abou~ the evidelice ~f 'anoxffimia 'in the gas cases? We' ~ollowed this 
up. The apparatus before you~ makes it possible to limit the depth of respiration, 
and at the same time obtain a continuous and t~ue graphic record of the depth and 
fniquency of ,'bre~thing. 'By means of this apparatus we found that when, the 
depth of breatbing -was. considerably limitQd, so ,that to obtain the nec!3ssary 
qUl,Lritity of air the frequency of the breathing i h~d to be considerably increased, 
symptoms of anoxffimia began to show themselv,es. The. most 'evident, Qf these 
syrIlp'tOIT1S was periodic breat~ing. " , 

At this point I must make, a digression on the subject of periodic breathing. 
Periodic or " Cheyne-Stokes" breathing has been a' familiar clinical symptom fo.ra 
very longtime. In 1995 Peinbrey made the important discovery on, patients at 
Guy'il Hospital that,~itcan be abolished by administration ,of oxygen. Douglas 
arid T followed'this up'by showing that by suitable means periodic oreathing can' 
be produced' in'perfectlyh'ealthy:persons, and.that it occurs when the 'stimulus of 

, '" " . . " 

, '\ Described qy'Haldane, Meakili~ and Priestley, Journ. ~ofPh;8iol." vol.lii~ p.438, 1919, 
, I 

i, 
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slight anoxremia cuts in to, disturb the normal stimulus of the respiratory centre by 
, carbonic acid., At high altitudes periodic breat,hirigis' a normal occurrence before 

acclimatization, and we showed in;thePike's Peak Expedition that it isabcilished at 
9 once by giving' o~ygEm. In the period.ic breathing produced at high altitudes or by 

other meansinhealthypersons, theperfods of breathing and apnooa were, however,' 
short)n comparison witq the much longer periods in typical clinical Oheyne
Stokes breathing. On tb'e other hand,the periods inth,e periodic breathing 

'produced by our ,aI?paratns :were long, just like tYI;ical.Oheyn(:i-Stok~s br\'lathing. 
We ¥tad' thus discovered h'ow to rep~oduce . it: The periodic breathing was also 
abolished at'on~e on adding a little oxyg!lnto the inspired air, as.I hope to 'show 
you after the lecture; so the cause was uIidoubtedly anoxremia: , " " 

-But how does the shallow breathing produce anoxremia? Wheu we ,analysed 
the alveolar air we fo~nd that the oxygen percentage of the samples was somewhat, 

, increased. instead of' being, diminished.:: We then saw tha~ in tru!)ting. to. the 
composition .of th~ mixed alveolar air from' thousands of alveoli we were being 
taken in· by one formef the fallacy of averages, an.d webeth'ought ~urselveg or an 
anatomical paper written in 1908 'by' Profe'ssor Arthur Keith. He. ~howed that in 
process o! expansion the diffef(mt\p~rts,of the'lungs open <:mt, npt simultaneously, 
'but in succession, l,ike the opening of the leaves ofa lady's fan. In shallow 

: 6re!l.thing, therefore, pnly cert!fin.parts of the lungs will open properly-, and these 
.. 'par~s wilI'be over-ventilated on~cc,ount of' the rapid br'eathing. The other parts 

wifI ~e under-ventilated.' The mil'ed alveolar air'obtained in 'taking a sample' 
will, however,"show the average- composition of the airfroill over-ventilated and 
under-ventilated parts. ' '" ~ , , 

Now, how does the uneven distribution of fresh air affect the arterialized 
blood? I think you will see this at once. 'The hremoglobin of th~ blood isne~rly 

, s~turated with oxygen by normal ventilation. Hence .th-e over-ventilation will" 
. practica1ly speakIng, add no more oxygen to the arterialized blood. On the other 
hand,theund~r-ventila~ion wilnla,nse the oxygen percentag!3 in the.alveolar 'air 
to drop considerably below normal, and the ne~ result will be .that the mi-xed 
arterial blood contains distinctly iess -oxygen than usual. In·the c'ase 0£00 2' 

, however, the over-ventilatio~ can remove just as much more 00 2 than usu!l.l, as 
th~ under-veJ;ltilation removes less. Hence the mixed arterial blood will contain, 
,anormaJpercentage of CO2, . Act~ally, however, there m~y be rather less 002 

, ,and more oxygen ,than normal, s~ncethe anoxremia ~iU E\timrilate thebreathing a 
little.' , 
" : The net result is thus artl'lrial anoxremia, and' you can', now 'see 'the, deadly 
s\ignifi~ance of the shallow breathing which accompan~esfailuteof'the respiratory , 
centre in the acute 'gas cases, besides understanding 'theanoxremia whiohis more: 
or less associated with neurasthenia and with various other co~ditions, such as 
pneumonias, where the breathing is shallow. You can also' understand the 
anoxremias which often accompany bronchitis, asthma, and emphyseuia-"....:inaUof 

.whichcbndi~ions the distribution of. . air may be uneven. Anoxremia may, for,' 
. instance, easily develop in the acute bronchitis of mustard g:;ts poisoning, altho,ugh 

'_ the lung alveoli, are perhaps but little affected. ' . . ' ' 
We had been impressedhy·the.fact that in the chronic gas or, neurast4enia / 

case~ attacks of acute shortness of breath are apt to' come on at\night; along with ' 
. ,terrifying dreams, and that in general the_patient's complain of· inabiHty ,to sleep· 

, \ 
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'well, and lassitude in the morning; also tha.t rest in bed does not benefit then;. 
,We ~therefore tried t!le effect of- the recumbefit position with the new apparatus~ 
It appeared at. once that the Oheyne-Stok~s breathing ,was far more easily 
produced in the recumbent pO,sition,(ts Ihop!3 to show you after the lecture. We 
thus had in our hands not only the key to som!) o( the characteristic symptoms 'of 

,neurasthel}-ia, but also that'to orthopnCEa, ,a distressing symptom se~n in so many 
'cardiac and respiratory ,cases, and' riever p.ith,erto explained. It is easy to see 
that when the re'spiratory centre is showing signs of failure orthopnooa must' 
result, ,as well as Oheyne-S,tokes breathing in individuals in whom;" it can be 
produced-for in some persons it is much less readily produced than :in others., _ 

Let us now go back toth(3 neurasthenicrespiratory centres" What is wrong 
with them2' So far ithas only ~ppeared that they behave as if they were quite 
abnorm'aUy sensitive to the Hering-Breuer ~eflex~ To investigat'e.this and other 
p~ints.we det!lrrnined to prod'uce experimenta(fatigue of the respiratory centre 
in nor,mal,individuals, and for this purpose introduced re si stances into the 
breathing circuit~ so that we could' make the breathing as. laboured as we wished. 
'Oolonel Meakin~ had meanwhile been .recalled to Oanada,so by arrangements 
sanctioned by the 'Director-General the work was transferred to the Ashliurst 
,Military Hospital,' near Oxford! and contiJ?-ued byus there,with the'eo-operation 
of Oaptain H. W. Davies, of the Australian Medical Oorps'. 

The' immediateeffeot of resistapce to breathin'g is to produce slowing and 
deepeningof-therespirations, as might be expected in viewof what has already' 
been said with regard to :the Hering-Breuer reflex and its relations to the chemical 
'stimuli to breathing. But if the resistance is'excessive, or, what comes'to the 
same thing, if- with only a 'mod~rate resistance the breathing has to be iuoreased 
in consequence of ulUscular exertion, a new phenomenon ,appears. The breathing' 
begins to get shallower, more frequent, and ,less effective, till at last it beco.mes so 
shallow that. anoxremia ,result~ apd the face becomes, blue. This change
exhaustion of the respiratory c~n~rei"may appear. with dramatic suddenness, thus 
putting an end to, an experim·ent. , . . , . 

With exhallstion of the respiratory centre, therefore, the Hering-Breri~r reflex 
. seems to.get theuppethand and. jam the-breathirig. In some persons thIS effect 

is far more easily produced than in others.,-a factof great interest inconnexion 
with the troubles experienced by some men from resistance in the box respirator 
or in mine rescue apparatus. The exhaustion eff§lct i's far- more easily produced, 
and with only a very small resistance, if even slight' anoxremia fmm imperfect 
oxygenation of the art(3rial plood is pres811t.'1;his .also is a fact of great signifi-

,eance. Even when n9 artificial re~istance is present, and the breathing is perfectly 
free, the shallow .and, rapid breathing of an exhausted respiratory centre begins 
to appear, as. I have alre~dy e~plained, in the an'oxffimia of diminished baro~etric 
pressure, and leads inevitably to death if the pressure remains too low. 

We eau-thus produce experimentally arid t~mporarily. in healthy personsa' 
condition similar to that 'of the neurasthenia' ~espiratory centre. The' neuras- ' 
tuenic respiratory centre is apparently an e,xhausted respiratory centre; but how. 
is th,is exhaustion produced through gassing and oth~r causes, and why is it so 
lasting'? What also of all the other manifestations of . neurasthenia? In all 
these manifestations there, seems to be the common factor that reflexes of one 
kind or ~nother are, as it were, running riot through we~kening of central 

.~ 
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control. The Hering-Breuer reflex is upsetting .the br~~thing: the a'Ccelerator, 
of sometimes th~, inhibitory; 'or perhaps the depressor reflex, is, upsetting' the 
heart's action'; v,aso-rpotor reflexes are upsetting the local circulation; sweating 
reflexes. are firi~g off' at i?opporttinem9ments ;hyperalgesias are causing much 
discomfort. In general the patient i,s mo~~ or le'ss in a state of "nerves'," ~nd is 

'incapacitat'ed' for ordinary wQrk, though, often,' as in the emergencies of war, he, 
can \' pull himself ,together ~, for the time. ' , " , 

,I cannot, pretend to offer any complete explanation of neur3,sthenia beyond 
giving,you the aboveevid€lnce\ ~hat it may be regarded as a lasting fatigue of 
central functions; but I may pe~haps 'point o,utfirstly that it, may be' very 
localized~ 'and was' so,for the mosfpart, ,in the gas cases,' There it was mainly 

, the respiratoryc'entre ,that became neurasthenic. 'In mustard gas cases it was 
, often the e~es .. ' Men with photophobia lasting long afterall irritation ofthe eyes' , 

had subsided, were :commonly met with; or men with neurasth~niclaryngE{a,l 
symptoms if, they had inhaled, some of the' vapour. Another interesting. group 
consisted of 'men apparently.suff~i:'ing fn;>ru neurasthenic asth~a,tic syn:l}:itoms 
produced by trifling inhalations ofcbloropi~rin or other,ir~.itants to the respi~'atory 
,passages. Local or general neurasthenias are evtdently extremely common; and 
of the wide~t importance in ordinary medical practice. . . 
, : Asecond point is' that many different causes may produce local or ,general 

,neurasthenic symptoms, and partic,ularly the affection of the respiratorycE!ntre 
and cardiac centre. One of, these .causes is an acute ,infection, as has been" 
clearly pointed out by Lewis andl,otherS. Another is' acute anoxrnmia, as is well 
seen in the sequelrn of se,vere carbon 'monoxide, pai,soning; familiar to me arpong' 

,coal miners, and rendered still ~ore' familiar by the many cases'W'ilich occurred 
" during the war. ,To what extent the neurasthenia oL irritant gas' poisoning has, 

been due to the a,noxiBmia during the· acute' stage it is difficult' to judge; but in 
many cases, particularly those from mustard gas, there was no acute anoxrnmia. 
Another causE) seems to be over-exertion" ,The operation of this cause in the 
produ,ction of "soldier's heart "in the training. of recruits occupied the atte~t~on 
of' the ):~hysicaL Training -Oommittee in the years before the war. Excessive 
mental st~a:in or worry is certainly anoth~r cause. Finally, there is what is called 

; "shock." Gteatattention has been paid '~o,the circulatory side of," shock" ; 
but I' thinktha,t the· respiratory side is even 'more worth attention., The 
sha;llowand rapid ,breathing_of shock lI!ean,s imperfect oxygenatio~ 'o'f . the 
arteri~lblood, 'with all' its deadly, secondary consequences; ,and, this danger, 
a.t any rate, can be !Lverted by, treatment with oxygen. I feel.,40wever, as 
regards oxygen treatment in various conditions of, disturbed, breathing, that I am 
in the positiop of the shoemaker who cannot help ~hinking ~hatthere is nothing 
like leather: - ". . I 

, As regards treatment of the n'eurasthenic sequelrn afgas-poisoning I have 
·:little Inew -to suggest., T~e main point seems to be not to keep the 'patient 

coddled ~p"bp.t,togive him plentyoffr'~sh,air "and c~eerful employment, cautiously 
iD~reased as thes~mptom,s p'assoff. If;how'ev~r, sleepismuch qisturbed,by the 
anmpBmia of shallow breathing, continu6usadministration of about one litre', a 
minu~eofoxygen during t!Ie night is likely to be useful at first, tojudge from the 

. observations at Taplow. The .anoxtemia at night probably prolongs the neuras. 

" 

" 
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thenia., War experience has' at least shown clearly that neurasthenia is neither 
an i~aginary nor an incurable Icomplaint. , ' , 

T,he ~ew medicaL and surgical, facts and problems. presented by the war' are. 
enough to occupy lis for many years'to come. In this lecture. I have only been 
able to glance atone group of these facts and problems'; and I hope I bave ,been 

II 

able t? show you that physiology bas not only thrown light on them but has itself '. 
got very important ,new light ftom them. .' 
, Let me add a few cimcluding,words,on the relation of physiology to medicine. 
ks perhaps might be, expected of a representative of an old university which does 
not forget the past, thepbysiology I have been preaching to you may be n~w as 
regards some of its facts', but is v;eryold as regards, its underlyiqg prirtciples". 

,~ which are, those taught' more, tb,an 2,000 years ago by Hippocrates. ,To the 
, I \ ". '.,., 

mechanisti~ physiology of the last two'generations the body 'appears as a machine 
,the e,xqilisltely delic[!,t~ mechanism ofl"hich it is beyond the wit of man to repair 
when once it if'! out of order. Hippocrat~salso taught that it is beyond the wit of man 
to cure disease by'" dir,ect means. He was not a quack. He pointed' out, however" 
that th~' body.is no mere machine" but a living 'organism, and that it is of the 0 

" li::tture " of a living organism to cure itself; also that by pe,rsistently studying 
the working,of this," nature "'(.p{)(TLs),we can learn how to help it towards 'cure-

, how to tide it, over em(1rgency and give it what it, requires to ,effect the, cure
how,~n short, to'be a "physician." His 'teaching and that of the great leaders 
of British medicine who followed him was,a message of hope to clinical medicine 
and ofince~tive to physiological study. It i$ in 'the spirit of that teaching, and, 
not of the,distnal mechanistic physiology and pathology which are now pass.ing' 
away,that I have tded this evening to app,roach the medical problems presented 
by gas~poiscining. ' " , 

[The l(1cture was followed by, demonstrations on a patient, on a normal 
, individual, and,of 'Ipicroscopicalsections o£lung from gas.poisoning cases.] , 
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